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NATO’s Pointless Burden Sharing Debates: 

The Need to Replace a Mathematically Ridiculous 2% of GDP Goal 

with Real Force Planning 

Anthony H. Cordesman 

NATO has started 2019 with yet another round of growing divisions between the U.S. and Europe 

over what are meaningless arguments about burdening sharing. It is time to put an end to one of 

the most pointlessly divisive debates in NATO's history, and focus on what is really needed to 

deter Russia and deal effectively with the key threat to Western security. The United States and its 

European allies have fixated on one of the most meaningless and truly stupid strategic debates in 

modern history: the extent to which given NATO countries spend 2% of their GDP on defense by 

2024.  

NATO needs to scrap this goal, and the equally meaningless goal of spending 20% of its defense 

budgets on equipment, and focus on developing an effective strategy to deter Russia, and national 

force plans that will implement this strategy, create more effective forces, and reinforce its 

deterrence and defense capabilities in all the areas now under pressure from Russia.  

It needs to fully examine how to better use defense spending levels that already vastly exceed those 

of Russia, and focus on how to best adjust the radically different levels of national effort to make 

each country's forces more effective, rather than set some fixed spending goal for every country. 

Instead of dividing, it needs to recognize that that NATO Europe alone is already spending far 

more than Russia, and that the real challenge is for NATO to use it resources as wisely as possible 

rather than simply call for more spending. 

The Meaningless NATO Spending Goal: 2% of GDP  

NATO’s present goal of having every member country spend at least 2% of its GDP on defense 

by 2024 did not make any sense even at the time it was declared on September 5, 2014 – at the 

end of a summit of the heads of state and governments of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization 

(NATO) held in Newport, Wales. It was never tied to any clear strategy, or any net assessment of 

NATO and Russian capabilities. It was never linked to what each country was already doing and 

spending, or what it needed to do in the future, and ignored the fact that Russia had already seized 

Crimea and effectively invaded Ukraine.  

In fairness to NATO, it was one of two key steps that Ministers took at the meeting. Minsters also 

adopted the Readiness Action Plan (RAP) that called for a range of more immediate steps designed 

to boost NATO's capabilities along it its Eastern border, and that have continued to make limited 

incremental steps in improving NATO's real-world deterrence of Russia. 

At best, setting the 2% goal may still have seemed to be a relatively harmless way of encouraging 

member countries to spend more on defense at a time when Ministers could still hope that Russia 

would still become as a potential “partner for peace,” rather than a serious security challenge – 

although Russia had already invaded Crimea in February and sent forces into Ukraine, and had 

previously invaded Georgia in 2008.  

More probably, it was chosen for reasons of political expediency at the cost of security. Europe 

was only slowly emerging from the recession that had begun in 2008. Eastern European economies 

near Russia were particularly weak. The 2% goal did not require any given country to do anything 
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immediately, and meeting a goal as low as 2% of GDP over so long a period could not strain the 

economy of even the weakest states.  

At the same time, Minsters also adopted a Readiness Action Plan (RAP) that called for a range of 

more immediate steps designed to boost NATO’s capabilities along it its Eastern border, and that 

called for real-world short-term efforts to deter Russia. Moreover, anyone who actually examined 

member country force plans and defense budgets at the time had to know that the 2% goal had no 

military value or meaning, and was a hollow exercise that would do nothing to address the real 

needs of the alliance. It was already painfully clear that even if all NATO countries had then been 

willing to meet the 2% goal immediately – rather than ten years in the future – the resulting funding 

level would not have fully funded the current force structure, readiness, and level of equipment 

modernization of even two-thirds of the countries in the alliance.  

It had to be clear to Ministers that individual country efforts to go to 2% – or exceed it – would 

produce little more than an uncoordinated mess without a coordinated set of force plans focused 

on what each country needed to do to actually increase its contribution to the deterrence of Russia. 

Simply spending at the 2% level would not correct the major weaknesses that had developed in 

most country's military forces since the collapse of the USSR and Warsaw Pact.  

It also had to be clear that for most NATO European countries, a slow increase in military spending 

to 2% of GDP on existing national force structures and defense plans would not create an effective 

NATO deterrent. Given the problems in many national force structures, only spending 2% on these 

force structures in 2024 would have had only a marginal impact on at least two-thirds of the 

European countries in the alliance. In fact, even if many had gone well beyond 2%, the net effect 

would only have been marginal.  

The best that can be said for the 2% of GDP goal is that it may have seemed like an expedient 

political tool for keeping the alliance together. It may have seemed to encourage enough effort to 

maintain some kind of military capability and still allow many countries to keep taking massive 

"peace dividends," and make further cuts cut their forces. It also then seemed likely to avoid any 

divisions and debates overs effort to adopt a truly functional common strategy, create effective 

common levels of defense or deterrence, and the embarrassing shortfalls in given national forces. 

No Meaningful "Progress" in Meeting the 2% Goal and No Reason to Meet It 

Half a decade later, NATO has still made some progress in reinforcing deterrence, but none of it 

has anything to do with the 2% goal, and most of this progress has probably occurred in spite of 

it. The NATO military staffs have set meaningful goals for making short-term improvements and 

some member countries have carried out the steps necessary to meet these goals. One of NATO's 

continuing strengths is that its militaries do share a level of realism and professionalism that its 

Ministers often either lack or subordinate to political expediency.  

The end result, however, has been to divide the alliance over spending as a percent of GDP without 

focusing on the changes needed in NATO force planning a strategy, and polarize the U.S. and 

Europe over a pointless set of spending goals when they should be focusing on Russia. Moreover, 

it has done so at a time when NATO is already spending far more than Russia. The irony of 

NATO’s lack of military focus is that if member countries actually did use their current resources 

to create a more effective level of deterrence, and on effective collective efforts to meet their other 

military goals in areas like terrorism, they might well already have the collective financial 

resources they need. 
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One does not have to be a forensic accountant to see the key trends involved. The charts and 

tables at the end of this analysis draw on the most recent annual report by the Secretary General 

of NATO to show the different spending trends shaping NATO's progress and how irrelevant the 

2% goal really is, and on recent estimates by DIA, IISS, and SIPRI to show how much more NATO 

(and NATO Europe alone) are already spending than Russia:  

• Graph One: Defense expenditure as a share of GDP (%) (based on 2010 prices and 

exchange rates) shows that NATO Europe has not made any meaningful increase in 

its average level of defense spending relative to its GDP since the 2% was set in 2014.  

The minor increases in the percent of GDP spending by some European countries are 

largely offset by cuts in others. Moreover, while the U.S. has made major increases in its 

spending to the point where it is spending over twice the percent of GDP as NATO Europe, 

the vast majority of this spending is for global power projection and not on forces dedicated 

to NATO. 

• Graph 2: NATO Europe and Canada - defense expenditure (billion US dollars, based 

on 2010 prices and exchange rates), however, provides a very different message.  

This kind of rise in the European effort since 2014 scarcely represents any progress in 

burdensharing. More significantly, it is level of spending in past years that is so low that 

it obviously cannot collectively sustain existing European and Canadian force structure 

size and quality -- much less strengthen NATO existing level of defense and deterrence 

without major changes in force structure and mission priorities. 

• Graph 3: NATO, United States, and NATO Europe defense expenditure (in of 

current billion US dollars, based on 2010 prices and exchange rates), versus Russian 

military spending in 2017 dollars does, however, provides a very different message.  

This comparison shows that U.S. intelligence estimates that NATO is already spending far 

more than Russia – or Russia and Belarus combined – is spending on defense. It also shows 

that NATO Europe alone is spending several times more than Russia and Belarus.   

To put these NATO versus Russian military spending trends in further perspective, Graph 

3 shows NATO spending in current dollars. NATO does not include substantial amounts 

of security spending by countries like the United States because of its definition of military 

spending. Even so, it estimates that NATO countries spent a total of $957.0 billion in 2017, 

and that NATO European countries spent $249.7 billion.  

Even allowing for the differences between NATO country and Russian prices in purchasing 

power parity terms, these spending data indicate that NATO has tremendous potential 

capability to buy the forces it needs to deter Russia if it can develop better coordinated 

ways of spending its defense money on a common strategy and in ways that are better 

integrated and more interoperable. 

Sources do differ over the level of Russian spending, but all major sources agree that Russia 

spends far less than NATO and just the NATO countries in Europe. The U.S. Defense 

Intelligence Agency issued the official intelligence estimate of Russian spending shown in 

Graph 3 in its 2017 report on Russia Military Power. The DIA estimated that Russian 

spending in 2017 dollars had slowly risen from $27.1 billion in 2006 to $40 billion in 2013. 

It then rose more during from 2014-2016 and peaked at $60.8 billion.  
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Russian spending then dropped to $42.3 billion in 2017, however, as cuts in petroleum 

revenues and other economic problems forced Russia to cut back on military spending and 

investment. If one uses this DIA estimate of Russian military spending, NATO spending in 

2017 was some 22.6 times larger than Russia's, and NATO European spending was 5.9 

times larger. 

The estimates in the 2018 edition of the IISS Military Balance does not differ significantly 

for the DIA estimate. The IISS estimates that Russia spent between 4.07% and 4.84% of 

its GDP on military forces in 2014-2017, and 4.17% in 2017. It also notes that s probably 

close to limit Russia’s weak petroleum economy can sustain. The IISS estimates that total 

Russian official defense budget only amounted to $45.6 billion in 2017. 

It is important to note that the IISS also estimates that Russian military spending only 

totaled $61.7 billion even if Russia prices and costs are adjusted to be directly comparable 

with the NATO data. If one uses these data for the Russian spending level, NATO as 

whole spends 15.5 times more on military forces than Russia, and NATO Europe alone 

spends 4.0 times as much. Moreover, even if one added all of the Belarus defense budget 

for 2017 to the Russian total, it would only add $1.03 billion. 

The figures again only change marginally if one uses current SIPRI estimates. SIPRI 

estimates Russian Federation spending at $66.4 billion in current $US in 2017, and Belarus 

spending at only $631 million.  

All three sources indicate that NATO – and NATO European alone – have the potential 

to buy far more capable forces than Russia if they can coordinate properly, develop an 

effective national strategy, and reduce the impact of pursuing so many different national 

approaches to force development. 

• At the same time, Graph 4 –Defense expenditure as a share of GDP (%) 2014 and 

2017 – provides a clear picture of just how radically different the spending levels have 

been and are between NATO countries. It shows all too clearly that fixing on the same 

2% of GDP percentage in 2024 cannot possibly produce an effective result for the 

lower spending countries. 

Only four NATO countries that play a major role in NATO's forward deterrence and 

defense met even the 2% level of GDP goal in 2017: the U.S., the United Kingdom, Estonia 

and Poland. Sixteen countries spent less than 1.5%, and six spent 1% or less. Four key 

countries close to Russia were at or below the 1% level: Albania, Hungary, the Czech 

Republic, and Slovenia.  

Germany, once the keystone of NATO forward defense spent well under 1.5% of GDP for 

years, dropping precipitously in readiness and force strength. Four other powers critical to 

the defense of the central region and the Baltic were consistently well under 1.5% from 

2014-2017: Canada, Denmark, the Netherlands, and Belgium. 

There is no magic percentage of GDP that is right, but if one reviews the member country 

force levels shown in the annual ISIS Military Balance, or the more detailed force 

descriptions provided in open source country studies like those of IHS Janes. It is clear 

that it would take consistent spending at levels about 3% of GDP to bring current force 

levels up to the level of manning, readiness, and equipment modernization necessary to 

make current national forces really effective. 
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• Modernization is a very real issue but the 20% of defense spending goal is 

analytically absurd. Graph 5: Equipment expenditure as a share of defense 

expenditure (%) 2014 and 2017 shows that Germany, Greece, Hungary, Denmark, 

Albania, Belgium, and Slovenia have very low modernization rates.  

At the same time, it is far from clear that higher equipment spending rates percentages are 

a valid measure of success. Key powers like France, Poland, Italy, Canada, Estonia, Latvia, 

and the Netherlands have relatively good scores on this metric, but have not modernized at 

rates that will maintain their present air, naval, and major land weapons strength. 

Once again, however, it is far from clear that NATO does not collectively spend enough 

on equipment. The problem is that there is so little coordination in national efforts, no clear 

common strategy, and no integrated effort at force planning. 

• Graph 6: Defense expenditure by Country (million US current dollars), and Graph 

7: Defense expenditure by Country (in million US dollars at Constant 2010 prices 

and exchange rates), provide more detail on the same trends in military spending.  

Graph 7 is particularly useful in showing the net decline in spending by many NATO 

countries over time – a decline that has often led to a steady cumulative loss of force 

strength, readiness, and/or modernization that it will take years of spending at levels well 

over 2% to correct.  

Comparing the same nation-by-nation trends in Graph 5 and Graph 6 also shows that the 

2% goal by 2024 is meaningless are that (a) it will do nothing to correct years of 

underspending, (b) do nothing to compensate for the gross differences in member country 

effort, (c) do nothing to improve interoperability and integration, and (d) do nothing to 

implement a common strategy.  

Killing NATO's Nonsense Spending Goals and Shifting to Meaningful Force 

Planning 

Given this background, it is all too clear that both NATO's current 2% of GDP, and 20% of military 

spending equipment, and the U.S. versus European burdensharing debate over the levels of effort 

involved borders on the theater of the absurd. When it comes to who is right about burdensharing, 

focusing on the 2% goal is so silly that there is little substantive difference between Trump versus 

Merkel and a play by Pirandello – although Aristophanes' last play might be the better standard of 

comparison.  

If Putin's Russia were not a serious potential threat, this might not matter. Having some 30 

countries spend 2% in different ways with no clear goals in terms of strategy and force building 

would continue to waste a great deal of money but it would not threaten the West's security. Putin 

has made it all too clear, however, that he will continue to put pressure on Europe, build up Russia's 

nuclear forces, and present political threats in areas like cyber and information warfare as well.  

NATO needs to react and react effectively. This, however, cannot be done simply by taking low-

cost and short-term steps – important as these are. It requires a clear set of strategic goals tailored 

to the different needs of the Northern Flank, Baltic, Central Region, Southern Europe, and NATO's 

Southern Flank. It requires nation-by-nation force plans base on what member countries actually 

can and cannot do over a period of years, and it require the countries in the rear to be able to 

provide rapid and effective reinforcement. It also means that NATO countries addressing key new 
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needs like integrated air-missile defense, cyberwarfare, and asymmetric political warfare, as well 

reexamine nuclear deterrence and out of area requirements.  

In the process, nations should be judged by how they meet the need for common defense, and not 

some arbitrary spending goal. Politics are politics, but this does not mean that politics should be a 

source of paralysis. NATO has successfully addressed such issues in the past. It carried out a 

coordinated NATO Force Planning exercise in the 1960s. It dealt with the Soviet deployment of 

the SS-20 by deploying the GLCM and Pershing II. It managed to link force planing and arms 

control in agreeing on the CFE and INF Treaties.  

This is the kind of force planning effort it needs today, not a debate over meaningless criteria for 

"burdensharing." NATO needs collective and serious military planning linked to clear political 

goals that both enhance deterrence and offer Russia real incentives to move back towards stability 

and away from challenge and confrontation. Put bluntly, NATO’s present level of incompetence 

is at least dangerous as appeasement was in very different era. 

For a more detailed assessment of the problems in individual NATO country forces and force 

plans see Anthony H. Cordesman, NATO “Burden Sharing”: The Need for Strategy and Force 

Plans, Not Meaningless Percentage Goals. August 16, 2018, https://csis-

prod.s3.amazonaws.com/s3fs-public/publication/180816_NATO_Burden_Sharing_0.pdf 

 

 

  

https://csis-prod.s3.amazonaws.com/s3fs-public/publication/180816_NATO_Burden_Sharing_0.pdf
https://csis-prod.s3.amazonaws.com/s3fs-public/publication/180816_NATO_Burden_Sharing_0.pdf
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NATO's Meaningless 2% Solution: Spending Too Little Without Common 

Direction Purpose or Direction 

Graph 1: Defense expenditure as a share of GDP (%) (based on 2010 prices and exchange 

rates) 

 

 

Graph 2: NATO Europe and Canada - defense expenditure (billion US dollars, based on 

2010 prices and exchange rates) 

 

Source: NATO, Secretary General's Annual Report 2017, Mar 15, 2018, p. 105 
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Graph 3: NATO vs. Russian Defense Spending: 2010-2017 (Billions $USD) 

 

Note: NATO reports on country spending in current dollars at current exchange rates by NSTO's 

own definition of military spending which is significantly lower for the U.S. than the US Defense 

Budget total. The only official source on Russian spending is a DIA estimate made in 2017dollars, 

which overstates the value of past Russian budget figures by raising the total for each past year to 

equal its value in inflated 2017 dollars. 

Source: Defense Intelligence Agency, RUSSIA MILITARY POWER, Building a Military to Support Great Power 

Aspirations, 2017, DIA 2017, page 20. 
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Graph 4: Defense expenditure as a share of GDP (%) 2014 and 2017 

 

Source: NATO, Secretary General's Annual Report 2017, Mar 15, 2018. 

Graph 5: Equipment expenditure as a share of defense expenditure (%) 2014 and 2017 

 

Source: NATO, Secretary General's Annual Report 2017, Mar 15, 2018, p. 34 
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Graph 6: Defense expenditure by Country (million US current dollars) 

 

 

Source: NATO, Secretary General's Annual Report 2017, Mar 15, 2018, p. 108 
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Graph 7: Defense expenditure by Country (in million US dollars at Constant 2010 prices 

and exchange rates) 

 

 

Source: NATO, Secretary General's Annual Report 2017, Mar 15, 2018, p. 108 
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